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Waves are high value public good resources. Wave protection can be 
accomplished by recognizing and protecting surfing resources and 
associated ecological, social, cultural and economic values through 

international, national, and local initiatives, including UNESCO 
recognition, national legislation, marine protected areas, World and 

National Surfing Reserves, and other protective designations. 
 
Surfing has a rich cultural and historic heritage dating back over 1,000 years. 
The most ancient surfboard so far discovered (in 1905) was at Ko’Okena, on the 
Hawaiian big island, sequestered inside the tomb of a chief who reigned at the 
beginning of the 14th century. Eyewitness accounts of riding waves on various 
types of surfboards date back to the Pacific voyages of Captain James Cook over 
300 years ago. In Northern Peru, evidence of surfcraft riding dates back over 
5000 years.  
 
Clearly, surfing had been a central part of the Polynesian culture for centuries, 
but the renaissance of surfing and its global expansion began at the onset of the 
20th century in the aftermath of the Spanish-American War and the subsequent 
rise in tourism to the Hawaiian Islands, where surfing had reached its 
Polynesian-era apex. This Waikiki-based surf culture (involving surfboards, 
canoes, paddleboards, and bodysurfing) spread its seeds to several other parts of 
the world in the 1920s and ’30s (West and East coasts of the US, Peru, Brazil, 
Australia, etc.) then expanded more robustly after World War II. During the 
1950s, surf culture thrived in California, and with the advent of lightweight 
balsa and then foam surfboards quickly spread to beaches all over the world. 
 
Today, surfing has evolved into a rich culture and lifestyle that extends beyond 
the sport itself to include many professional competitions and associations, clubs, 
specialty media, and its own fashion, musical, and artistic genres. Further, 
surfing has become an important social, economic, recreational and historical 
element of local coastal communities throughout the world. Over 20 million 



people globally are estimated to surf, with numbers increasing in traditional 
locations as well as new surfing frontiers. 
 
Many surfing areas are also ecologically significant coastal and marine 
ecosystems whose conservation benefits both human and wildlife population, 
including from coral and rocky reefs, river mouths, wetlands and sand dunes, 
habitats for both marine and terrestrial wildlife.  
  
However, many human activities threaten the practice of surfing and its adjacent 
environments. Examples include: shoreline armoring, beach fill, alteration of 
coastal processes, water pollution, poorly planned coastal development, marine 
litter and insufficient beach access. Almost all these threats are avoidable or can 
be greatly reduced through thoughtful planning and careful development. 
 
Therefore, the undersigned acknowledge: 
 

• Waves and surfing have important social, cultural, recreational and 
ecological value. 

 
• Waves, surfing, and the surrounding environs have inherent values that 

include:  
o Cultural heritage, including important indigenous (first people’s) 

values 
o Social integrity 
o Biodiversity 
o Generational values 
o Cognitive, psychological, social, and physical well being. 

 
• Waves and surfing also create significant economic value through: 

o Support of local business 
o Increased coastal tourism 
o Development and improved real estate values. 

 
• Wave protection requires both reactive responses to threats and proactive 

efforts for protection. 
 

• Protecting waves and coastal areas requires citizen involvement at all 
levels of government but local support is particularly important. 
 

• Protecting waves and coastal areas requires policy-making, legal and 
administrative actions.  

 
This statement is supported by the world’s leading wave protection and coastal 
preservation organizations – collectively forming a worldwide community to 
strongly defend our shared commons of waves and their coastal environments.  






